Executive Summary

On August 26, 2011, a 55-year-old male Fire Marshal suffered a sudden cardiac event during a fire department (FD) physical ability test (PAT). The test, a job-related simulation, involved completing 10 evolutions of essential fire fighter tasks in full turnout gear and self-contained breathing apparatus (off-air / no mask) within 19 minutes. The test began about 0715 hours at the FD headquarters with two test proctors and two FD members from the adjoining fire station in attendance. The Fire Marshal completed the first 8 evolutions without any difficulty. About halfway along the ninth evolution the Fire Marshal stumbled and fell while dragging a 175-pound manikin. After taking a short break to catch his breath, he said “I gotta finish,” and proceeded to the apparatus bay for the last evolution. The Fire Marshal looked exhausted; he was very short of breath and had ashen skin color and cyanotic lips. He was unable to complete the evolution before the 19-minute PAT completion time elapsed.

He flopped into a chair and then asked to lie down. His breathing became very shallow and fast as his turnout coat was removed. He was treated at the scene for low oxygen saturation and low blood pressure. As the Fire Marshal was loaded into the ambulance he suffered a cardiac arrest, but regained a heart rhythm enroute to the local hospital’s emergency department (ED). Upon arrival at the ED, the Fire Marshal was hypotensive and unresponsive. Subsequent blood tests indicated a probable heart attack. The Fire Marshal did not regain consciousness and died on August 28, 2011.

The death certificate and the autopsy, both completed by the assistant medical examiner, listed “hypertensive cardiovascular disease” as the cause of death. Given the Fire Marshal’s cardiac findings at autopsy (concentric left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH) and focal acute myocardial infarction [heart attack] of the posterior wall), the NIOSH investigator concludes that the heavy physical exertion required to complete the PAT in full turnout gear triggered a heart attack and/or a heart arrhythmia (asystole) which resulted in cardiogenic shock.

NIOSH offers the following recommendations to reduce the risk of heart attacks and sudden cardiac arrest among fire fighters at this and other fire departments across the country.

- Strengthen the FD’s Annual Medical Assessment Program to be consistent with the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 1582 by:
  - Ensuring that fire fighters are medically cleared for duty by a physician knowledgeable about the physical demands of fire fighting, the personal protective equipment used by fire fighters, and the various components of NFPA 1582.
  - Including a comprehensive medical and work history form in the medical assessment.
  - Ensuring that the annual 12-lead resting electrocardiogram (EKG) conducted by the FD paramedics is reviewed by the FD physician and included in the member’s FD medical file.
The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), an institute within the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), is the federal agency responsible for conducting research and making recommendations for the prevention of work-related injury and illness. In 1998, Congress appropriated funds to NIOSH to conduct a fire fighter initiative that resulted in the NIOSH “Fire Fighter Fatality Investigation and Prevention Program” which examines line-of-duty-deaths or on duty deaths of fire fighters to assist fire departments, fire fighters, the fire service and others to prevent similar fire fighter deaths in the future. The agency does not enforce compliance with State or Federal occupational safety and health standards and does not determine fault or assign blame. Participation of fire departments and individuals in NIOSH investigations is voluntary. Under its program, NIOSH investigators interview persons with knowledge of the incident who agree to be interviewed and review available records to develop a description of the conditions and circumstances leading to the death(s). Interviewees are not asked to sign sworn statements and interviews are not recorded. The agency’s reports do not name the victim, the fire department or those interviewed. The NIOSH report’s summary of the conditions and circumstances surrounding the fatality is intended to provide context to the agency’s recommendations and is not intended to be definitive for purposes of determining any claim or benefit. For further information, visit the program website at www.cdc.gov/niosh/fire or call toll free 1-800-CDC-INFO (1-800-232-4636).
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○ Conducting symptom-limiting exercise stress tests for fire fighters at risk of coronary heart disease (CHD).
○ Eliminating annual chest x-ray for members, unless clinically indicated.
○ Including an annual urinalysis or a urine dipstick test.

● Consider modifying the physical fitness policy by:
  ○ Developing a separate physical ability policy.
  ○ Removing the employment consequences for members who fail to achieve the established benchmarks.

● Avoid back-to-back work shifts.

Introduction & Methods

On August 26, 2011, a 55 year-old Fire Marshal collapsed during the FD’s PAT. Fellow fire fighters initiated immediate medical care, which was followed by treatment at the local and tertiary hospitals. Despite these efforts, the Fire Marshal died on August 28, 2011. NIOSH was notified of this fatality on August 30, 2011, by the U.S. Fire Administration. NIOSH contacted the affected FD on September 2, 2011, to obtain additional information and again on May 30, 2012, to schedule the investigation. On July 9, 2012, the physician with the NIOSH Fire Fighter Fatality Investigation Team (the NIOSH investigator) conducted an on-site investigation of the incident.

During the investigation, the NIOSH investigator interviewed the following people:
● Fire Chief
● Two Deputy Fire Chiefs
● FD members present during the PAT
● FD paramedics who treated the Fire Marshal
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● Fire Marshal’s wife
● Fire Marshal’s son
● Consultant who developed the FD’s physical fitness policy and PAT
● Assistant Medical Examiner who performed the autopsy

The NIOSH investigator reviewed the following documents in preparing this report:
● FD incident report
● FD witness statements
● FD job descriptions
● FD standard operating procedures – physical fitness policy
● FD ambulance care report
● FD medical records
● Death certificate
● Medical examiner’s report of examination (autopsy)
● Hospital records
● Personal physician medical records

Investigative Results

Background. In 2008, the FD initiated a physical fitness policy. This policy was developed and validated in collaboration with a local expert in public safety fitness. It included job-related simulation tests. The primary goal of the policy was to ensure the safe and effective performance of the essential job functions of all sworn fire fighters.

The policy was implemented in two-phases. Phase 1, in effect from 2008 to 2010, required fire fighter participation in all components of the fitness program, but did not have employment consequences for fire fighters not passing the physical fitness test (PFT). Phase 2, in effect since the fall of 2011, required not only participating in the fit-
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ness program, but passing the PFT (Appendix A) or the PAT (Appendix B) annually.

The fitness program was overseen by the FD’s Wellness Coordinator, Health Safety Officer, and Peer Fitness Coordinator. It included five components:
1) Annual medical and health screening (discussed later in this report)
2) Semi-annual PFT (Appendix A) or annual PAT (Appendix B)
3) Physical fitness and health education
4) Individualized exercise prescription
5) Opportunity to self-assess each portion of the PFT

The Fire Marshal took advantage of the individualized training offered by the FD. He took the PFT twice a year beginning in 2009. He passed all components except the run, in part due to an Achilles tendon injury in 2011 that precluded training. As a result of not passing the run portion of the PFT on August 13, 2011, he was scheduled for the PAT on August 26, 2011.

Incident. On August 26, 2011, the Fire Marshal arrived at FD headquarters with his personal trainer a little before 0700 hours to complete the PAT. The test, a job-related simulation, involved completing 10 evolutions of essential fire fighter tasks within 19 minutes (Appendix B). The Fire Marshal did a walk-through of the PAT with the two FD test proctors who discussed the order of the 10 evolutions. He then put on his turnout coat, pants, wildland hard hat, leather gloves, and Redback® boots, and donned his self-contained breathing apparatus (with no mask and off-air). He began the PAT at 0715 hours. Two FD members from the adjoining fire station were in attendance.

Air temperature was between 77–80 degrees Fahrenheit (dry bulb) with 37–40% relative humidity with a wind speed of between 14–20 miles per hour [NOAA 2011].

The Fire Marshal completed the first six evolutions without difficulty. During the seventh (hose drag) and eighth (tool crawl) evolutions, he stumbled once, but seemed fine and reported that he was okay. About halfway along the ninth evolution (victim rescue), the Fire Marshal stumbled and fell. He fell three times while dragging the 175-pound manikin the last 50 feet of the evolution. At the end of the evolution his legs become tangled with the manikin’s legs and he had difficulty standing up. He took a 60-second break in the parking lot to catch his breath. Test proctors and the other two FD members noted that he was very short of breath. When they gave words of encouragement, the Fire Marshal said “I gotta finish,” and he proceeded to the apparatus bay for the last evolution.

The last evolution was the ceiling breech and pull with a pike pole. By this time, the Fire Marshal looked exhausted. He was very short of breath, and had ashen skin color with cyanotic lips. He completed about half of the evolution when the 19-minute PAT completion time elapsed. When he realized he did not pass the test, he flopped into a chair and then asked to lie down.

The Fire Marshal’s turnout coat was removed and water was splashed on his head; his breathing became shallow and very fast. A pulse oximeter showed a 70% saturation and his blood pressure was low (70/30 mmHg). He was given oxygen via a non-rebreather mask and a nebulized albuterol® treatment as the FD paramedics at a
neighboring station were radioed to respond to FD headquarters.

The Fire Marshal was loaded into the ambulance by crewmembers as the paramedics arrived at 0748 hours. The paramedics started an intravenous (IV) line, attached a cardiac monitor, provided oxygen by bag-valve mask, and departed for the local hospital’s ED. Enroute, the Fire Marshal’s heart rate slowed and then stopped (asystole). Atropine was administered and his heart rate returned (40 beats per minute), but he remained hypotensive (blood pressure 60/41 mmHg) and unresponsive. Just prior to arrival in the ED (0752 hours), an external pacemaker was successfully inserted with capture.

Upon admission to the ED the Fire Marshal remained hypotensive and unresponsive. An EKG showed sinus tachycardia, but no obvious signs of a cardiac injury or ischemia. His initial blood test to diagnose a heart attack was negative (troponin I was <0.02 ng/dL), but the afternoon and evening troponin I tests were significantly elevated (>25 ng/dL and 93 ng/dL, respectively) indicating significant cardiac damage. An echocardiogram done in the intensive care unit showed normal biventricular size, low-normal function (left ventricular ejection fraction 55%), no valvular abnormalities, and no pericardial effusion. This was very surprising (ejection fraction of 55%) given the Fire Marshal’s profound hypotension. Despite aggressive care, the Fire Marshal remained in cardiogenic shock and did not regain consciousness. Due to his grave prognosis, he was transferred by helicopter to a tertiary care hospital for further evaluation and treatment. Despite intensive care at the tertiary hospital for approximately 30 hours, the Fire Marshal died on August 28 at 1432 hours.

**Medical Findings.** The death certificate, completed by the Assistant Medical Examiner for the State Department of Health, listed the immediate cause of death as “hypertensive cardiovascular disease.” The autopsy, also done by the Assistant Medical Examiner, revealed concentric left ventricular hypertrophy, no significant atherosclerosis or thrombosis in the coronary arteries, “hemorrhage in the posterior papillary muscle suggestive of acute ischemia/infarction”, and microscopic “section of the posterior left ventricle reveals acute myocardial infarction with hemorrhage and neutrophilic infiltration.” See Appendix C for a more complete listing of pertinent autopsy findings.

The Fire Marshal had a history of hypertension diagnosed in 1999 with complications of nephrosclerosis with chronic renal insufficiency [baseline creatinine of 1.6 milligrams per deciliter (mg/dL) and baseline blood urea nitrogen of 26 mg/dL]. This complication occurred despite his blood pressure being fairly well controlled on medications since 1999. His last blood pressure measured 6 weeks prior to his death was 128/86 mmHg in his left arm and 132/90 mmHg in his right arm.

The Fire Marshal was diagnosed with hyperlipidemia in 2005. This condition was well controlled with diet, weight loss, and prescription medications. His last blood tests were done 6 weeks prior to his death; results included triglycerides of 164 mg/dL (normal <150 mg/dL), total cholesterol of 147 mg/dL (normal < 200 mg/dL), LDL cholesterol of 74 mg/dL (normal <130 md/dL), and HDL cholesterol of 41 mg/dL (normal 40-60 mg/dL).

In 2009 the Fire Marshal was diagnosed with gastroesophageal reflux disorder (GERD) which was successfully treated with Prilosec®. The Fire
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Marshal also had been treated for exercise-induced asthma since 2010 with an inhaler, but had always had normal pulmonary function tests. Primary care provider records reported the Fire Marshal experienced some dyspnea on exertion, but no orthopnea, paroxysmal nocturnal dyspnea, pedal edema, chest pain, or palpations. The Fire Marshal was 72 inches tall and weighed approximately 245 pounds (body mass index of 33.2 kilograms per meter squared) [CDC 2011]. The Fire Marshal exercised regularly since 2009, including during the months leading up to his PFT. He took advantage of the peer fitness coordinators to develop an individualized exercise plan in 2009 and 2010. More recently, he was working with a personal trainer at his expense.

Description of the FD (cont.)

Medical Evaluations for Candidates and Members.
Candidates: Prior to 2005, the FD required a pre-placement medical evaluation for all candidates. However, the components of these medical evaluations were not specified, and the evaluation could be completed by the candidate’s personal physician.

Members: In 2008, as part of the FD’s physical fitness policy, the FD required an annual medical assessment. This assessment could be performed by the FD contract physician or the member’s personal health care provider (physician, nurse practitioner, or physician assistant). The health care provider was responsible for the physical examination, while the laboratory testing was done at the local hospital. The laboratory work included:

- Blood tests (complete blood count, chemistries, lipid profile, and prostate specific antigen for male members over the age of 40)
- Pulmonary function tests
- Chest X-ray
- Vision test
- Audiogram (every other year)
- Tuberculosis skin test (every 4 years)
- Resting EKG conducted by the FD paramedics

Respiratory fit testing and medical clearance to wear a self-contained breathing apparatus is required and provided by the FD annually. The Fire Marshal had an annual medical assessment in 2009, 2010, and 2011 by his primary care provider. At this time, the FD did not require a provider statement regarding medical clearance to participate in the PFT, the PAT, or unrestricted fire fighting duties.
Discussion

Pathophysiology of Sudden Cardiac Events. Based on autopsy findings (hemorrhage and neutrophilic infiltration of the posterior wall of the heart) and cardiac enzymes at the hospital, the Fire Marshal most likely had a heart attack during a physically demanding PAT and subsequently suffered a cardiac arrest (asystole). The most common risk factor for cardiac arrest and sudden cardiac death is CHD. CHD is defined as the build-up of atherosclerotic plaque in the coronary arteries [AHA 2012]. Although the FF had a history of treated hypertension and hyperlipidemia, he was not known to have CHD prior to his death nor was significant CHD found at autopsy. Therefore, the Fire Marshal’s heart attack may have been caused by prolonged coronary artery spasm [Stern and de Luna 2009].

Establishing the occurrence of a recent (acute) heart attack requires any of the following: characteristic EKG changes, elevated cardiac enzymes, or coronary artery thrombus. No thrombus was identified at autopsy. However, 16%–27% of postmortem examinations do not reveal the coronary artery thrombus/plaque rupture during acute heart attacks [Davies 1992; Farb et al. 1995]. The FF had an EKG that did not show findings consistent with an acute myocardial infarction, however, posterior wall myocardial infarctions are known to be difficult to diagnose by EKG [van Gorselen et al. 2007]. The cardiac enzymes (troponin 1) were initially negative, but become markedly positive during the afternoon and evening. This pattern is consistent with a heart attack.

Symptoms of angina (chest pain due the heart muscle not getting enough oxygenated blood through the coronary arteries) are one of the best indicators of CHD and/or heart attacks. Although the Fire Marshal did not express any chest pain, he was diagnosed with heartburn (GERD) 2 years before his death. Up to 20% of patients have asymptomatic or atypical angina such as heartburn [Libby 2005; Selwyn and Braunwald 2005]. Given that the Fire Marshal’s symptoms of GERD improved with Prilosec®, most likely he had asymptomatic angina. His marked shortness of breath was probably related to the heart failure associated with his heart attack.

Although the Fire Marshal suffered a cardiac arrest, this condition was quickly treated by the FD paramedics and his heart rhythm was not a significant factor in his deteriorating condition. Therefore, based on the autopsy findings and the cardiac enzymes, the Fire Marshal’s death was most likely caused by a heart attack and subsequent cardiogenic shock.

Physiological Stress of Firefighting. Firefighting is widely acknowledged to be physically demanding. Firefighting activities require firefighters to work at near maximal heart rates for long periods. An increase in heart rate typically occurs in response to the initial alarm and persists throughout the course of fire suppression activities [Barnard and Duncan 1975; Lemon and Hermiston 1977; Manning and Griggs 1983; Smith et al. 2001]. Even when energy costs are moderate (as measured by oxygen consumption) and work is performed in a thermoneutral environment, heart rates may be high (over 170 beats per minute) owing to the insulative properties of the personal protective clothing [Smith et al. 1995].

Epidemiologic studies in the general population have found that heavy physical exertion can trigger a heart attack and cause sudden cardiac death.
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[Epidemiologic studies among fire fighters have shown that fire suppression, training, alarm response, or strenuous physical activity on the job, in the preceding 12 hours, increases the risk for a sudden cardiac event [Kales et al. 2003; Hales et al. 2007; Kales et al. 2007]. The Fire Marshal was involved in heavy physical exertion associated with the PAT. This exertion probably triggered his cardiac arrest and/or his heart attack.

Left Ventricular Hypertrophy (LVH). The autopsy revealed that the Fire Marshal had concentric LVH. This condition increases the risk for sudden cardiac death [Levy et al. 1990]. Hypertrophy of the left ventricle is relatively common among individuals with long-term hypertension, a heart valve problem, or chronic cardiac ischemia (reduced blood supply to the heart muscle) [Siegel 1997]. The Fire Marshal had a long history of high blood pressure. Although it had been fairly well-controlled with medications since 1999, high blood pressure was the most likely cause of his LVH. It is unclear why this finding was not diagnosed with during the echocardiogram performed in the intensive care unit. Similarly, it is unclear why the echocardiogram showed low-normal left ventricular ejection fraction (55%) while the Fire Marshal was in cardiogenic shock.

Occupational Medical Standards for Structural Firefighting. To reduce the risk of sudden cardiac arrest or other incapacitating medical conditions among fire fighters, the NFPA has developed NFPA 1582 [NFPA 2007a]. NFPA 1582 recommends an exercise stress test performed “as clinically indicated by history or symptoms” and refers the reader to Appendix A [NFPA 2007a]. Items in Appendix A are not standard requirements, but are provided for “informational purposes only.” Appendix A recommends using submaximal (85% of predicted heart rate) stress tests as a screening tool to evaluate a fire fighter’s aerobic capacity. Maximal (e.g., symptom-limiting) stress tests with imaging should be used for fire fighters with the following conditions:

- abnormal screening submaximal tests
- cardiac symptoms
- known coronary artery disease
- two or more risk factors for CHD (in men older than 45 and women older than 55)

Risk factors are defined as hypercholesterolemia (total cholesterol greater than 240 milligrams per deciliter), hypertension (diastolic blood pressure greater than 90 mm of mercury), smoking, diabetes mellitus, or family history of premature CHD (heart attack or sudden cardiac death in a first-degree relative less than 60 years old).

It is important to note that several organizations have published guidelines on exercise stress tests for asymptomatic individuals that differ from the NFPA. One organization is the American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association (ACC/AHA) [Gibbons et al. 2002]. The ACC/AHA guideline states exercise testing in asymptomatic people could be considered for the following groups based on “Class IIb” evidence (“less well established”):

- persons with multiple risk factors (defined similarly to those listed by the NFPA)
- asymptomatic men older than 45 years and women older than 55 years:
  - who are sedentary and plan to start vigorous exercise
  - who are involved in occupations in which
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impairment might jeopardize public safety (e.g., fire fighters)
○ who are at high risk for coronary artery disease due to other diseases (e.g., peripheral vascular disease and chronic renal failure)

The U.S. Department of Transportation provides guidance for those seeking medical certification for a commercial drivers’ license. An expert medical panel recommended exercise tolerance tests (stress tests) for asymptomatic “high risk” drivers [Blumenthal et al. 2007]. The panel defines high risk drivers as those with any of the following:
- diabetes mellitus
- peripheral vascular disease
- age 45 and above with multiple risk factors for coronary heart disease
- Framingham risk score predicting a 20% coronary heart disease event risk over the next 10 years

The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) does not recommend stress tests for asymptomatic individuals at low risk for coronary heart disease events. For individuals at increased risk for coronary heart disease events, the USPSTF found “insufficient evidence to recommend for or against routine screening with EKG, exercise tolerance test, or electron beam computerized tomography scanning…” Rather, they recommend the diagnosis and treatment of modifiable risk factors (hypertension, high cholesterol, smoking, and diabetes) [USPSTF 2004]. The USPSTF does note that “For people in certain occupations, such as pilots and heavy equipment operators (for whom sudden incapacitation or sudden death may endanger the safety of others), consideration other than the health benefit to the individual patient may influence the decision to screen for coronary heart disease.”

The Fire Marshal had several risk factors for CHD (treated hypertension, treated hyperlipidemia, and chronic renal insufficiency). Therefore a stress test was indicated based on the 2007 edition of NFPA 1582, the ACC/AHA, and the U.S. Department of Transportation.

Recommendations

NIOSH investigators offer the following recommendations to reduce the risk of on-the-job heart attacks and sudden cardiac arrest among fire fighters.

Recommendation #1: Strengthen the FD’s Annual Medical Assessment Program to be consistent with the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 1582 by:

1a) Ensuring that fire fighters are medically cleared for duty by a physician knowledgeable about the physical demands of fire fighting, the personal protective equipment used by fire fighters, and the various components of NFPA 1582. Prior to 2012, the FD allowed members the option of seeing their personal health care provider for medical clearance. These health care providers may be unaware of the physiological and psychological demands of structural fire fighting. Beginning in January 2012, the FD required that the medical assessment be conducted a FD or FD-contracted physician. Once the FD physician has completed the medical assessment, a medical release form should be signed by the physician or health care provider stating that they have reviewed the physiologic requirements of the position and have medically cleared the fire fighter for duty. The Fire Marshal’s last FD medical assessment, conducted 6 weeks prior to his death, did not identify any medical conditions requiring restrictions or precluding participation in the PAT.
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1b) Including a comprehensive medical and work history form in the medical assessment. An example of a comprehensive form for fire fighters is one developed by the U.S. Department of Interior [DOI 2011].

1c) Ensuring that the annual 12-lead resting EKG done by the FD paramedics is reviewed by the FD physician and included in the member’s FD medical file.

1d) Conducting symptom-limiting exercise stress tests for fire fighters at risk of CHD. As mentioned in the discussion section, conducting exercise stress tests on asymptomatic patients is controversial. However, given the Fire Marshal’s CHD risk profile, several organizations (NFPA, the ACC/AHA, and the US Department of Transportation) would have recommended the test. It is unclear if an exercise stress test would have identified the Fire Marshal’s underlying heart condition.

1e) Eliminating annual chest x-ray for members, unless clinically indicated. Chest x-rays are done every year as part of the FD’s annual medical assessment. According to NFPA 1582, “chest x-rays shall include an initial baseline and shall be repeated every 5 years or as medically indicated” [NFPA 2007a]. Doing chest x-rays every year, or even every 5 years, exposes members to unnecessary radiation and represents an unnecessary expense for the FD. Routine screening chest x-rays are not recommended by the OSHA Hazmat Standard, unless clinically indicated (e.g., respiratory symptoms) [NIOSH 1985; CFR 2012].

1f) Including an annual urinalysis or a urine dipstick test

Recommendation #2: Consider modifying the physical fitness policy by:

2a) Developing a separate physical ability policy. We applaud the FD for undertaking the significant effort of developing, validating, and implementing an annual PAT as required by NFPA 1500 [NFPA 2007b]. The physical ability policy and the PAT should be reviewed at least annually with the FD expert consultant. If changes are made to the policy or the test, these changes (with justification for the change) should be communicated to the entire sworn staff. Members and candidates should be provided the opportunity to practice the PAT on a regular basis (e.g., quarterly or bimonthly). A FD safety officer should provide oversight during the test/practice sessions and consider monitoring the participant’s vital signs before and after the session. Any candidate or member requiring medical treatment (e.g., IV fluids) or transport should be reported to, and tracked by, the FD administration.

2b) Removing the employment consequences for members who fail to achieve the established benchmarks. Again, we applaud the FD for undertaking the significant effort of developing, validating, and implementing an annual PFT as required by NFPA 1583 [NFPA 2008]. The FD’s physical fitness program has all the major components required by NFPA 1583. However, the purpose of NFPA 1583 is to enhance the member’s ability to perform their essential job duties efficiently and safely. It was not intended to establish physical performance criteria. “A.1.2.2 The intent of this program is to promote health and fitness in a ‘mandatory, nonpunitive’ manner. ‘Mandatory, nonpunitive’ implies a program with universal participation; however failure to achieve defined or individual fitness objectives should not
be the basis for any employment sanctions, discipline, or other punitive actions” [NFPA 2008]. The FD provided a 3-year phase-in period (2008-2010) and allows multiple attempts to pass the test. However, if the FD member cannot pass the PFT, employment may be affected.

The physical fitness policy and the PFT should be reviewed at least annually with the FD expert consultant. If changes are made to the policy or the test, these changes (with justification for the change) should be communicated to the entire sworn staff. Any candidate or member requiring medical treatment or transport during training or during the PFT should be reported to, and tracked by, the FD administration.

Recommendation #3: Avoid back-to-back work shifts.

In 2004, NIOSH reviewed the research literature on the health effects of overtime and extended work shifts (typically 12-hour shifts compared to 8-hour shifts). Overtime was associated with poorer perceived general health, increased injury rates, more illnesses, or increased mortality in 16 of 22 studies reviewed [NIOSH 2004]. Extended work shifts were associated with decreased alertness, increased fatigue, lower cognitive function, declines in vigilance, and increased injuries [NIOSH 2004]. Studies among physicians who worked very long shifts (>24 hours) reported deteriorating cognitive performance, more frequent patient errors, and more frequent motor vehicle accidents after their shift [NIOSH 2004; Barger et al. 2005; Barger et al. 2006].

FD personnel work 48 hours followed by 96 hours off. Fire fighters are allowed to exchange shifts, thereby setting up the possibility that a fire fighter may be on duty for up to 96 hours. While District fire fighters frequently get some sleep during their work shifts, this sleep can be interrupted by numerous ambulance calls made during the night and early morning hours. Although there are no data linking chronic sleep deprivation with sudden cardiac death, chronic sleep deprivation could result in a decline in cognitive function, possibly impairing judgment during incident command or fire suppression. Allowing fire fighters to work back-to-back consecutive shifts may represent not only an injury and illness risk for individual fire fighters, but may also represent a safety and health risk for their coworkers and the public.
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Appendix A

Physical Fitness Test (PFT)

The required elements of the PFT are:

1. A 1.5 mile run/jog/walk within 17 minutes and 15 seconds
2. One maximum bench press of 70% of the member’s body weight
3. A vertical jump of at least 17 inches
4. A minimum of 20 push-ups
5. At least 25 sit-ups within 1 minute

Physical Fitness Test Procedures

1. One Repetition Maximum Bench Press

This is a maximum weight pushed from the bench press position and measures the amount of force the upper body can generate. It is important for performing tasks requiring upper body strength such as use of force situations. You will be expected to lift 70% of your body weight to meet the standard.

Equipment: Free Weights

Procedures:

A. Determine the amount of weight that the firefighter will have to lift to meet the standard. See Appendix F of this policy. The firefighter should be given this weight during the weigh in assessment phase of the testing process.

B. Two spotters will be used, one on each end of the bar.

C. Allow the firefighter to lift a lower weight a few times to get the feel for the exercise and to warm up.

You are allowed a 3 minute warm up if desired.

D. One of the following 3 methods may be used to lift the weight:
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- The firefighter is to push the weight that has been lowered to the point that the superior aspect of the upper arms is equal to or below his/her chest line by the spotters. The lift does not start from the up position but from the down position. Once the spotters have the weight in place the firefighter lifting the weight will state —ready. The spotters let go and the individual pushes the weight straight up until the elbows are locked. The spotters will then assist in replacing the bar to the rack.

- The person lifts the weight from the rack, in the up position, with the assistance of the spotters. With the assistance of the spotters the firefighter will lower the weight to the point that the superior aspect of the upper arms is equal to or below his/her chest line. Once the weight is lowered into position the person lifting will state —ready. The spotters will let go and the individual pushes the weight straight up until the elbows are locked. The spotters will then assist in replacing the bar to the rack.

- The firefighter lifts the weight from the rack in the up position, unassisted by the spotters. The spotters will remain in position for safety reasons in assisting if needed. The firefighter will lower the weight to the point that the superior aspect of the upper arms is equal to or below his/her chest line. The firefighter lifting pushes the weight straight up until the elbows are locked. The spotters will then assist in replacing the weight to the rack as needed.

Regardless of which method is used, the spotters will observe the superior aspect of the upper arms to make certain that they are equal to or below the chest line for the lift to count.

E. The firefighter lifting has the option of going directly to the required weight or can build up to it in ten or more pound increments. All lifts, including warm up lifts, will be assisted by the spotters and will be performed in the same manner.

F. The score for this test is the maximum (70%) or greater number of pounds lifted correctly in one repetition.

2. Vertical Jump
This is a measure of jumping or explosive power. It is important for tasks that require leg strength including climbing, lifting, jumping, carrying and when using various fire fighting tools including pike poles, ladders, axes and dragging of heavy objects.

**Equipment:** A vertical jump machine for measurement.

**Procedures:**
A. The firefighter stands in front of the machine and reaches as high as possible and touches the marker on the machine to mark his/her stand reach. This should be done standing flat footed with the elbow locked out and reaching straight up.
B. The firefighter jumps as high as possible and strikes one of the movable markers on the machine.
C. Scoring is measured in ½ inch increments on the machine. The required standard for this test is 17 inches.
D. The firefighter may use the best of three attempts. The firefighter is required to jump with both feet initially on the ground. The firefighter can jump from a standing position or they may start with one foot behind the other and jump. However, in both cases both feet must be firmly on the ground prior to jumping in the air.

3. Maximum Push-Up Test
This is a measure of the muscular endurance of the upper body extensor. It is important for use of force involving pushing motion. The score is the number of correct push-ups completed. There is no time
limit for this test.

**Equipment:** Mat or semi-soft surface if available, such as carpet.

**Procedure:**
A. The firefighter assumes a front leaning position with the hands about shoulder width apart, or where they are most comfortable. However, the hands must be placed forward to the upper shoulder line. The back, buttocks and legs must be straight from head to heels. Begin the push-up by bending the elbows and lowering the entire body until the tops of the upper arms, shoulders, and lower back are aligned and parallel to the floor.
B. Return to the starting position by locking the elbows out. During the test the firefighter cannot rest the body on the ground.
C. If the firefighter does not keep the body straight or lock the elbows completely, then that repetition will not count.
D. The score is the maximum number of push-ups completed correctly. The minimum standard for this test is 20 push-ups.

**4. One Minute Sit-Up Test**
This test is a measure of the muscular endurance of the abdominal muscles. It is important for performing tasks that may involve the use of force and is important in maintaining good posture and minimizing lower back problems. The score is the number of sit-ups completed correctly in one minute.

**Equipment:** A mat or carpeted surface, and stopwatch.

**Procedure:**
A. The firefighter starts by lying on his/her back, knees bent, heels on the floor. The hands should be behind the head but fingers do not need to be interlocked. During the exercise the hands may go as far as the ears, but should not come off of the head.
B. A partner holds the feet down.
C. The firefighter then performs as many correct sit-ups as possible in one minute.
D. In the up position the firefighter should touch his/her elbows to the knees or on the upper leg as close to the knees as possible and then return to a full lying position before starting the next sit-up.
E. The firefighter cannot raise the buttocks from the ground and when returning to the down position the shoulder blades need to touch the ground.
F. The score is the total number of correct sit-ups in one minute, with 25 being the minimum standard.

**5. 1.5 Mile Run/Walk**
A measure of the cardiovascular endurance or aerobic power.

**Equipment:** A track and a stop watch.

**Procedure:**
A. The firefighter will warm up for at least 2 minutes. Longer warm up time may be given if desired.
B. The firefighter should be instructed to cover the distance as fast as possible.
C. At the command of —Go, time is started.
D. The score is the time required to cover the 1.5 miles. The minimum standard time for this test will be 17 minutes and 15 seconds.
E. A cool down period is required after this run of at least 5 minutes.
Note: A 5 minute rest period may be given between each testing station if requested.
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Appendix B

Physical Ability Test

Job Related Simulated Test (JTST)
This simulation is representative of a firefighter’s job-related physical tasks; therefore, the test will represent underlying physical conditioning levels needed to perform these duties. This is a cumulative timed event. All tasks are run consecutively through a course format and the cumulative time is recorded for the entire test.

The firefighter may not walk faster than a protocol pace (work like) during the test, no jogging will be permitted. The firefighter will be accompanied by a PFC acting as proctor during the entire test. The Job Task Simulated Test will consist of the following 10 activities and the minimum passing cumulative time will be 19 minutes and 00 seconds. All firefighters will complete the test wearing full turnouts and an SCBA (no mask) and there will be an option of two helmets; structural or wild land.

1. Initial Walk
The firefighter will begin by walking at a work like pace from the Ambulance 81 bay door to the sidewalk in front of the fire station. Continue walking on the sidewalk along 300 South to the Southeast corner of the rear parking lot of the station.

2. Ventilation
Using a 9 pound sledgehammer, the firefighter will begin striking the sled where directed. The sled will have to move the required distance (half the distance of the platform) where the firefighter will be directed to stop. This exercise simulates trenching or using an axe for cutting ventilation holes in a structure’s roof.

3. High Rise Stair Climb
The firefighter will walk at a work like pace through the man door in the East Stairway. At the base of the stairs the firefighter will shoulder a 100 foot section of 2 ½ inch hose and then climb to the top of the stairs. Upon reaching the top landing the firefighter will keep the hose on the shoulder and will return to the bottom landing. The firefighter is to touch every step going both up and down and one hand should maintain in contact with the handrail for stability. Upon reaching the ground level the firefighter will place the hose on the floor.

4. Equipment Hoist
The firefighter will climb the stairs to the top landing and then proceed up the ladder to the roof area. They will then pull a rope using a hand over hand method which will raise a 50 foot section of 1¾ inch hose. Once the hose roll reaches the top of the wall, the firefighter will lower the hose to the ground in a controlled manner, again using the hand over hand method. The firefighter will return down the stairs to the ground floor.

5. Equipment Carry / Hydrant
Outside the stairwell the firefighter will pick up the hydrant bag containing one 5 inch gate valve and a hydrant wrench and will carry the bag south across parking lot to the training hydrant. The firefighter will fully open and then close the hydrant, this will take approximately 24 turns in each direction. The hydrant caps will not have to be removed. Leaving the tools there the firefighter will then proceed to the ladder raise as directed.

6. Ladder Raise
The firefighter will pick up the tip of the 24 foot ladder and raise it hand over hand above the
head until the ladder is flat against the wall. The firefighter will then walk back, lowering the ladder hand over hand until it reaches the ground. The butt of the ladder will be placed against the wall of the building and should remain there during this task. The firefighter will then proceed to the hose drag area.

7. Hose Drag
The firefighter will drag 150 feet of charged 1¾ inch hose from the station bay door East, across the parking lot, 100 feet. The drag will continue to the South, towards the sidewalk another 50 feet. When directed the firefighter will open and then close the nozzle before placing the nozzle on the ground. The firefighter will then proceed to the tool crawl area.

8. Tool Crawl
The firefighter will enter the bay door near the stair tower where they will pick up the tool (a halligan and axe combo). They will crawl with the combo tool 75 feet using a right hand search method near the wall until they reach the phone shelf near the front of the station. Do not enter into the turnout room. Leave the tool as directed and walk to the Southeast corner of the back parking lot for the victim rescue.

9. Victim Rescue
The firefighter will pick up the victim dummy and drag it 100 feet North across the parking lot towards the tennis courts. The victim dummy can be dragged however the firefighter feels is most convenient and efficient. The leg muscles should be used to lift and drag the victim dummy, rather than bending over and using back muscles. The firefighter will walk through the ambulance bay door to the pike pole simulator on the South bay wall.

10. Ceiling Breech and Pull
Using the short pike pole the firefighter will push up the weighted ceiling door prop 10 times. The firefighter will then move the pike pole to the pull down hook on the prop and will fully pull this prop 10 times. This exercise will be repeated three (3) times.

The entire simulation will end at this time as directed.
Appendix C

Autopsy Findings

Cardiac
- Mild cardiomegaly; heart weighing 450 grams (g) (predicted normal weight is 421 g with upper 95th percentile of 546 g as a function of sex, age, and body weight) [Silver and Silver 2001]
- Concentric left ventricular hypertrophy
  - left ventricular free wall = 1.7 cm
  - interventricular septum = 1.9 cm (normal by autopsy 0.76–0.88 cm [Colucci and Braunwald 1997]; normal by echocardiography 0.6–1.0 cm [Connolly and Oh 2012])
  - right ventricular free wall = 0.4 cm
- Coronary Arteries
  - Widely patent without evidence of significant artherosclerosis or thrombosis
- Heart muscle
  - An area of hemorrhage in the posterior papillary muscles suggestive of ischemia/infarction
- Microscopic Evaluation
  - Hemorrhage and neutrophilic infiltration of the posterior wall of the left ventricle (consistent with a focal acute myocardial infarction (e.g., heart attack).
  - Myocyte hypertrophy with enlarged nuclei (consistent with changes due to hypertension)

Lungs
- Pulmonary edema
- No evidence of pulmonary embolus
- No evidence of mucous plugs or signs of severe chronic asthma

Kidneys - Microscopic Evaluation
- Hyaline arteriolosclerosis (change consistent with longstanding hypertension)
- Glomerulosclerosis (changes typically caused by diabetes mellitus)
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